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“How much better is silence; the coffee cup, the table. How much better to sit by
myself like the solitary sea-bird that opens its wings on the stake. Let me sit here forever with bare things, this coffee cup, this knife, this fork, things in themselves, myself
being myself.”
Virginia Woolf - The Waves
tality of a difference from itself or of a difference with itself. Condition of the self, such
a difference from and with itself would then be its very thing ... the stranger at home.”
Jacques Derrida - Aporias
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‘Mother and I’, Family photograph with a plastic bag full of soil that
has the same weight as my own at
birth inserted to the image, 2014
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The Exhibition

He woke up to a morning of a night in which, again, he couldn’t take out the trash.
As he came closer to the age of his grandfather when he died, the mundane task of
taking the trash out became a task of counting. Counting the hours, days, weeks,
bottles, glasses, envelops, spoons, boxes, cables, small tables, large tables, a mirror
in the shape of an eye, lightbulbs, curtains, eggs, nails, photos, carpets, years… He
tried to remember if his father too had a similar reaction to this age when he was that
young. Can a moment get stuck, he thought, repeat itself for generations, like the
edgings on a trousseau or like the mark of an ambitious piece of writing left on several papers below the top one? Can a moment spiral? No, he corrected his thought;
can a moment be vertical?
Each weeks trash was not only a summary of the week of his life but it was also his
ing once untouched dirty fragments of life, pizza cartons from lazy evenings resting
And throwing them out was almost impossible. Facing his stubbornly isolated life
-aren’t all lives solitude, he continued his thought. Maybe this is the reason why people have the urgency to become families; so no one can be sure how much trash they
lived on in one week. And perhaps that resolved the mystery for him; how, even the
wrong people could became families.
His habit of storing his trash was quite meticulous and rather different than the rest
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like everything else, smell the most vibrant when they are about to die. He used this
allegory to cover up the food smell of this container. The other one was for what
was left from his drinks. This one very often ended creating a mess because of holes
that somehow always appeared at the bottom of the bag. In time, a number of bags
holding the liquid, cumulated to three bags on top of each other and he knew he
had to stop at this number. Maybe four was a reacquiring number in his life. He had
four aunts. He lived in four different houses. He was in fourth grade when he refused
the existence of God. He had four moles; one under his foot, one between his nostrils, others in less interesting body parts. He had four things he kept over the years,
non-eatable products were thrown here. Also the small trash in his toilet would end
up here with its own plastic bag tied up with a knot.

pile of things. This very feeling was achieved and recognized by him over years and
years of monologues. Realizing day by day, even after they become incommodious, things could still be recognized, held and kept… His very existence charged
to them, becoming one of them.
He spent his late morning in his thoughts and the rest reading other people’s
from his previous work. He gazed upon the brochure of the exhibition to be sure once
more where it was located. The brochure was printed on a slippery paper. He would
be more pleased if it was printed on matt paper with the texture of a letter buried in
Most of the time he would take a moment to gaze upon his house one more time
before leaving the house. The couch, two carpets, lamps standing on delicate legs,
lamps hanging from the ceiling, lamps standing on tables with bent necks, books in
piles, magazines piled on top of each other of which some transformed into a coffee
boxes in them, pillows and strategically placed blankets suggesting potential comfort… He took his coat folded on his left arm, opened, closed and locked the door
with the other as he walked away with the determination of knowing exactly where he
was going and almost knowing what he was going to see there.
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unexpected ridges. The weather felt like iron dust. He passed by people with umbrellas, people with shopping bags, leather bags, with children, with bikes, ugly ones with
ugly scarves -would the scarf still look ugly on a beautiful woman?-, people with wrist-

milestones as he walked them by. He hoped the entrance wouldn’t be packed with
people while passing a bakery, a supermarket and than a bookshop. He knew once
we are somewhere before the new arrivals, the fact that they couldn’t possibly know
how long we were there before them, we quickly put on the habit of stretching time,
pretending we have been there for centuries and everything is almost ours. This in
turn translates into weird gazes and unkind body gestures to unwillingly make room

He walked with smaller but faster steps while passing by children playing football.

intimidating since he could locate the gallery from the people, some smoking passionately outside, some did not but were probably there more for the conversation.
He entered being a bit annoyed by his coat’s weight as it was claimed unnecessary by
the last sun rays of fall. He felt the same annoying bodily sensation couple of minutes
ago for a couple of steps when he walked next to a man carrying a birthday cake in
a transparent box. ‘Was there one candle for each year?’ he wondered. ‘What colour
stretching of time. He started gazing upon things and pass through them quietly. First
it was mainly people. Then people were not everywhere but in small groups leaving
occasional gaps in the panorama of the gallery. He came closer to where the crowd
was the densest. Now on his left there was a big wooden table, possibly oak. Looked
heavy. The table’s weight found opposition at his unnecessary coat, like someone
carrying bags of groceries and someone carrying a child passing by each other on the
street. The table was a little worn out but still trustworthy. You would lean against it
while it supported your torso and smell its scent, if the room wasn’t so crowded with
elegant men and women. Some nervously sipping their and sometimes each other’s
drinks. Some moved through some memories, searching for that one true memory.
They were forced to seek the memories by the table, on which a large punted writing
was carved meticulously, assumingly with a pocket knife possibly left from someone’s
father. It read ‘at the table are great-grandfathers and grandchildren.’
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It took him a moment next to the table, to return to his bodily senses. He was startled
it is trapped in one moment, moving eternally and vertically, speeding up, cutting
everything into waves… He found it electric. He felt his shoulders were smaller than
they used to be. ‘Is this what time feels like?’ He was ready to leave because he was
going to come back. As he left the room and walked down the hallway to see the
other work, he recognized an other piece of writing, this time on the hallway wall. It
the writing on the table. Gentle. Gentle in a sense that it almost wanted to be unseen, like a clue of a riddle given to someone much shier than us.

2. a relatively long period of stability; levelling off
3. to remain at a stable level for a relatively long period

At the end of the hallway he stepped down a couple of stairs to a very small room
decide if the mirror was hanging there by a decision or was it an untouchable mirror
with sentimental value, remained unchanged in every exhibition? A couple of steps
later he had to climb up two more steps. Now he was at sea level. He recited an inner
monologue which echoed from an ancestral place of remembrance; ‘The sea is at the
same level at every corner of the world’. He realized what plateau really meant. ‘Lone-

After the steps he was confronted with the last work, in the windowless room, in front
of him. There was one painting lid from behind. Large enough to surrender to and
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landscape it pursued its short life in. The only exception was the large white brush
stroke near the middle. It was determined, unkind, sudden. The light coming from
behind veiled it like the sun does when there is nothing but sky, land and sounds.
tion movie, archaeology of mankind, discovering himself in, through, between ob-

glasses were a carrier of that one moment between other moments, one bullet of
all bullets, one gun of all guns, so sharp and so fragile, blood and what happens to
it with time. He remembered looking from the same glasses as his grandfather. He
realized the brutal allegory, which his grandfather hasn’t seen from the same stained
glasses. When the stain was there he no longer was. The glasses were the witnesses
of a crime. The glasses were the crime. The glasses were a movie compressed into
that one image. A movie called life; someone’s whole life, the whole life. The glasses
were his grandfather, the glasses were human. In its new form, the glasses -like the
very painting he was standing in front of- were free, open to fresh air, brutally fragile,
belonging to everybody.
He was left with his own thoughts again. He was here and in the morning, young and
old, tired but sure, claiming his whole day a perfect circle. He was breathing slower
than before. He wanted to catch the same speed of breath as his thoughts, like when
we try to synchronise breaths with someone in an intimate moment. He tilted his head
a little bit to the left, thinking; how the rest of the world outside the gallery was actually the gallery, how the gallery was the street it was on, the small garden it looked
over, the fences, the children, the windows, plastic bags, shoelaces. An endlessly
spinning white cube, in pitch black and a black one in blinding white. Everything
impregnating each other with characters, prospects, moments; giving birth to each
other endlessly. No species or origins. Life eternally. Life amongst others.
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time, countries, cities, neighbourhoods, houses, cafes, people, smells, images, ob-

existence of things. We witness their being and becoming, instead of their dissolve-

think that these things will never lose their timeless qualities. We gradually build an
urgency to own the image of these things, framed and preserved for us to eternally gaze at them. We build an urgency to be sure we will never lose them. From this
-

evokes memories of a person or event with which it is associated. Further from its
-

love and gives rise to an image of the self mediated by the external world.’ (Clewell,
the image of the accumulation of a lifetime in itself, the image becomes the com9

-

the nature of their possessions, it heightens their desirability and their maintenance is
or material lack of value, can gain an irreplaceable prominence and immaterial value.

deeper underlying reality, they cannot be depleted by excessive ‘mining’ like the idea
-

are only communicating with as on a transpontine level. They are also not ‘individualised entities that are directing attention away from a pre individual realm’. Their
-

-

actual relationship towards another has an equal validity to any other single relation;
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-

mind, body and gaze? If we reconsider Jean-Francois Chevrier’s useful maxim; ’Every
onist, the keepsake, it would probably transmute into; Every keepsake is a thing and

I believe that, to be able to capture the keepsake in more depth, we need to look
gerian description of the thing is, an entity that is ‘assertive of its independence, as
its presence as well as nearness’. Heideggerian ‘nearness’ is a type of distance which
deals with visibility. In other words ‘nearness’ is what makes thingness of a thing
appear. Representation itself cannot cause nearness into being. The reason is that we
can only represent what is assigned and visible to us which is strained through our
own accord. Things are withdrawn from us, some parts never appear. This is why Hei-

out distance.

appropriation, use and presentation. This creates a unique stand between us and the
keepsake, a stand without distance, making the keepsake’s position in the world of

haps is the fact that the essence of the keepsake and the act of keeping depends on
inaccessibility enables us to have a certain access to keepsakes. Therefore we can say
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Let’s try and go back to the birth of a particular keepsake; my grandfather’s glasses.
-

hands are immediately drawn to its movement and functions. Eyeglasses are something we are very accustomed too. We easily accept them because they are there to
make things more visible to us, clearer. They are windows with an ever-changing view.

we do. Seeing things clearly is something we get used to very easily. He stepped
outside to walk home. The aggressor approached him and ended his life in a split of
a second with a gun, aiming at his left eye.

as a layer of blood on the eyeglasses but also on a much deeper level. The metaphyskept from that moment to this were no longer the same glasses grandfather saw the
world from. When the keepsake was born, he wasn’t there anymore. He never looked
from the glasses of the keeper; an allegory of the paradox.

with its keeper disappears. The mutability that shifts inaccessibility to accessibility is
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an essential part of the keepsake. The paradoxical core of the eyeglasses assimilates
itself, creates a shift in speculation. The glasses act as a ‘potentially active agent that
engages with viewers as if the keepsake was the person and its viewers are mere
things.’ We witness the replacement of the grandfather with the glasses and the redox here is not a source of a problem. It is the opposite. It feeds itself, adds to the
where the real illusions are. Hence ‘What constitutes pretence is that, in the end, we

The pretence here perhaps directly relates to the phenomenon of the keepsake having the power to loyally keep the colour, texture and sight of those whom we have
lost, even better than these people themselves, making the spectre of the deceased
most indubitable truth conceivable.’ To give an example, if we look at the miracles
in the Judaeo-Christian tradition we realize that they were most of the time worked
in things. Crippled bodies being repaired, water turning into wine… The reason why
truth was purest is that it was ‘uttered by things themselves, without the distorting
post-mortem ritual carrying the implication that death has to be negated and sepaciation of death and also enables us to vitiate death. Vitiating death is our ultimate
is remembering death by trying to forget it.
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form, stains, cracks… They are withdrawn, yet there are traces. These traces interact

resemblance to a complex structure doesn’t mean it can be intersected. The real ob-

-

mined. We are doing that by claiming that there is nothing beneath what appears in
the mind. Social constructionism posits no independent reality outside of language,

but sides of the same unit.
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it, its atomic structure, its function, its relations with other things… Withdrawal isn’t a
is the unspeakable unicity of this lamp, this paperweight, this plastic portable telephone, this praying mantis, this frog, this Mars faintly red in the night sky, this cul-delates that this open secret is ‘causality’.
Causality, though, is ‘a secretive affair’, it is a secret that is out in the open. In Jacques
Lacan’s psychoanalysis, the ‘thing’ is called ‘the true secret’. He propounds that the
that Lacan’s true secret and Morton’s open secret are bound together at their causation, their ’causality’. The secret, ‘the thorn tips of reality’ are hiding in plain sight. All

Within this open secret, causality is also withdrawn. Things are permanently encryptexactly is withdrawn from us. Causality is actually in the core of the withdrawal, it is

causality ensconced itself. Morton calls this the ‘aesthetic dimension’. In the aesthetic
its appearance. There is a rift, a separation between a thing and its appearance.
ther and the glasses are also withdrawn from us through its rift. Its birth is connected

the keeper and the keepsake. A living being doesn’t estimate its time, doesn’t per-

tion between two events that are not contiguous, there must be intermediate links in
the causal chain such that each is contiguous to the next, or such that there is a process which is continuous.’

aesthetic dimension. Action at a distance happens all the time if ‘causation’ is aesthetics. He even goes further with a beautiful sentence and says that ‘conscious15

ness-of anything is action at a distance’. Using the elementary examples of mirror
neurones and entanglement he continuous; ‘Thus to be located “in” space or “in”
dially “occupy” some existing region of space-time, but that they are caught in the
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by other entities can lead us to the answer; yes, to an interesting question asked by
Robert Jackson; ‘Can artworks retain autonomy of expression, where humans are no
longer present?’

induced to their material components, their exchanged value or their fashionability

perhaps they belong together and perhaps we should gaze upon and relate to a

Why don’t we see the glasses as a painting? Aren’t the glasses a good example of
also at question here is whether the paintings are experienced as paintings or as

encounter, in the relation, we can sense a liminal space between us and the art ob-
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the shifting surface qualities of things from the intentional domain.’ […] ‘Intentional

‘the dark and inward into the tangible and outward, a task which it always comes
art with what is necessary to make it a system of ‘expressive signs whose function
was not to tell us about things but to present them to us in the act of executing

time appear in our lives. Their secretive, sensual, elegiac spectre that surrounds them,
also ensconces in their aesthetic dimension, their causality. The glasses of my grandare part of a daily ritual of a man; him reading about a murder case in a newspaper,
putting it aside before washing his face, wiping them occasionally with his shirt…
They perhaps make you wonder if he had a wife, a son, a daughter. What did he like
to read most? What did he like to watch? When looking closer the stains appear,
sudden, in a rush of a moment, right there. They perhaps resemble a little girl’s face,
cartoonish, abstract. Colours borrowed from remnants of time, it is life what is unresolved patterns and relations. We don’t see a keepsake as its resolved past life, we
don’t dismantle it in our minds. They confront us directly, as themselves. ‘Every entity

an aesthetic dimension. They have causality. Aesthetics is not limited to interactions
between humans and artworks. It happens when dust emerges on tables, when a tree
falls, when a bullet stains an eyeglass. Everywhere we look, aesthetic-causal events
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Amongst Others

novelist or an artist, not as a collector or with an obsession to make arrays from these

strong hands between our thinking and the world that we want to understand, the act
of grabbing only deepens the abyss.
The keeper interrelates to a keepsake in a similar way to how we interrelate to an
formation, or rather in this shift in relation to the keepsake, art is not a simulation of

owe them the understanding of extinction which is a phenomenon a living being
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not a limit or a horizon. Death is the self-transformative, critical power; it continues to
between each other; trashes to weeks, water to wine, galleries to gardens, glasses
to paintings, the resistance to death, the resistance of humankind. I think this is not
something other than what we call art.
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